
More time, bigger savings, 
better opportunities

Teachers can save time, schools and councils can see bigger 
savings and students can have better opportunities to thrive with 
Microsoft 365 (M365). Forrester has conducted research into the 
impact using M365 has in Education and here are the results ...
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Saving teachers time

With a seamless operating system, updates paused when devices are in use. This new 
approach eliminates in-class disruptions and increases student learning time.

5 minutes saved  
per student 6

hours saved  
with automatic 
test scoring

+
= 216 teaching hours 

saved per year

With this saving teachers can:

Spend more  
one-on-one time  

with students

Expand curriculum to 
meet varying 

student needs

Pursue continued 
professional 
development

Saving teachers time

Saving IT time

84% reduction in device 
setup time

“I encourage everyone to go to Microsoft 
365. The ease of management … makes a 
huge difference in how we are better able 

to assist our students in learning.”

Director of Technology, Public School

Saving Schools money
By using M365 Education you can save more money which can be used to invest in you 

students and drive better learning outcomes.

Over 

£190k  
saved every year with fewer 

storage and computing power 
needs

Over 

£90k  
saved per year by eliminating 

web conferencing and 
learning management 

solutions

Over 

£3.15m  
saved by choosing

M365 Education over 
 an on-premise

system upgrade

A large council could save

Over 

£3m  
in IT costs

Over 

£1.8m  
in teacher time

Nearly  

£5,000,000
that could go toward supporting

better learning outcomes

+

Unlock Limitless Learning
Every student deserves the opportunity to achieve more. 

Microsoft Education resources can help you support 
classrooms within budget so your teachers have more time 

to focus on what’s most important: the students.

We’re here to help
To discuss how Phoenix and Microsoft 365 can help save your school more 
money and drive better student outcomes, contact a member of the Phoenix 

Education Team today.

*These figures are based on the Forrester Research findings that came from a composite school district with 60,000 students and 5,500 teachers. 
Figures converted from USD based on a conversion rate of 1 USD to 0.79 GBP


